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–––––– WELCOME ––––––
I have been reading scripture and discussing it with a group of men
in a D-group. Reading again about God’s encounters with individuals
has freshened my understanding of how the Lord wants to work in me
as an individual and us as a people, a church. Here is one lesson God
continues to confirm with me: though I long for and lean into comfort,
God continually challenges me to be willing and missional, which makes
me uncomfortable. I’m wired to seek comfort yet called to pursue
possibilities. Abraham left Ur, the comfort of home, without any direction
and yet God said, I will make you a great nation. Isn’t it amazing that as a
people, God’s desire for us is to experience His best as we continue on
mission with Him. Our part is listening and being obedient. FBC has a
history of this obedience.
Since the first house of worship built in 1869 on South Church, through
the 1909 church fire and the rebuilt sanctuary of 1917, God has anchored
FBC in the downtown area as a significant influence for this community.
The missional call remains the same, we seek to make disciples. Our
prayer is that God will continue to use us to influence our community,
change our culture, and reach our world.
As our culture and our needs continually change, our methods must also
change. The same is true for our facilities as they must remain effective
for our ministry. First Future provides the next step, which continues to
build on our past, while pursuing God’s future for our church.
Through this First Future campaign, we continue our legacy. We desire
to make disciples and are committed to keeping our buildings in shape
and reflective of the ministry we offer to families. Let’s listen for God’s
direction, respond to his leading, and celebrate His victory.
Pastor Bruce
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MISSION
Connect Others to God; Grow Together in Christlikeness; and Serve
the World... All in the Name of Jesus. We desire to make disciples who
make disciples. We partner with parents as they disciple their children.
We deeply desire for others to know Him and we are committed to
love and welcome everyone along the journey.
Since 1852, First Baptist community’s heart has been for downtown
Jonesboro, AR. Over the years, we’ve remained true to a specific
calling to serve our city in and through the downtown area by keeping
our campus in its original location at 701 S. Main Street. FBC is rich
in history and tradition while being progressive in our ministries and
strong in our commitment to our Creator.

VALUES
STUDYING SCRIPTURE because it guides us into a growing relationship
with Jesus Christ, equipping us to live out God’s plan for our lives.
WORSHIP as a life of obedience to Jesus.
SERVING OUR COMMUNITY by meeting every type of need as a
demonstration of His love.

CHRIST-CENTERED RELATIONSHIPS that are nurtured by investing in all
stages of family life.

PRAYER as the discipline to discover God’s purposes.
SHARING CHRIST in our community, nation, and world.
GIFTS AND ABILITIES as God given resources given to every member

for service in His church.
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––––––– WONDER –––––––
THE DISCIPLESHIP PATHWAY
We want every person to Connect to God, Grow Together, Make
Disciples, and Serve the World. We put our mission into action in what
we call “The Discipleship Pathway.”
As a member of First Baptist Church, we want you to be involved in 4
specific areas of our church:
• 1. We want you to Connect to God more in a weekly worship
service as Pastor Bruce teaches the Bible.
• 2. We want you to Grow Together in a weekly Bible Study Group as
you navigate life with others, guided by God’s Word.
• 3. We want God’s Word to take root in you and spread to others as
you Make Disciples in a yearly D-Group of 3-5 men or women.
• 4. We want you to join God’s work to Serve the World through
missions, evangelism, and volunteering.
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––––––– WONDER –––––––

This gathering space communicates “you are welcome to develop
community here.” It serves as a gathering spot from which all ministries
are accessed. Sanctuary access is simplified; hallways are eliminated; a
new venue for wedding showers, outreach events and the gatherings
of friends is created; an indoor preschool and children play area
provide climate controlled and secure area for discovery; and from the
outside, the glass entrance allows guests to see movement and life in
the church.
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The Gospel is free. It simultaneously costs us nothing and demands
everything. It beckons us to go ‘all in’ and place everything we have in
God’s hands.
The Gospel reminds us that nothing belongs to us, it was entrusted to
us and at the end of it all, our greatest regret will be what we didn’t
give back to God. We discover that when we hold out on God, we miss
out on the life He had in mind for us. We end up walking through life
anxiously, hesitant at every turn, and without true fulfillment. We live
less alive.
So during the next few weeks, we are asking our church family to go
“all in” and prayerfully consider how God would lead us to be involved
in FIRST FUTURE. At current market prices our entire plan will cost
around 7 million dollars. We will move forward as God speaks to us
through your gifts toward the vision. We ask you to listen and respond
obediently to God.
Our hope is that this devotion and prayer journal will guide you
through a journey to focus on what God is saying to you and how you
are going to respond. So take the risk and go ”all in” for what God has
for you, for our FIRST FUTURE and for Jonesboro.
Risk often. Love loud. Hope always.
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IMPORTANT STEPS
Commit

It is our hope that each person involved in our church will take the time
to seek the leading of God about how they should be involved in the
future of our ministry, starting right now. We are appealing to each of
you for a commitment to pray and fast.
By skipping one meal each week and setting time aside for God, for six
consecutive weeks, you will have the opportunity to go before the Lord,
ask simple questions, and gain direction about His desire for us.

Pray

We believe each of us needs to hear from God.
The idea of sacrificing food in times of need has been a long-standing
practice of Christians throughout the centuries. Our physical hunger
reflects our spiritual hunger for God and helps us remember how much
we rely on Him for everything. Let us join the saints who have gone
before us in a practice of prayer and fasting, knowing that yet again
God will be faithful.

Ask Questions

Most of our prayers tend to be declarative statements. We ask God
to bless our friends and family and to meet our needs. Generally
speaking, we don’t often ask questions of God and await His response.
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We are hoping that this can be a chance to practice a different kind
of prayer, namely, that we can all ask questions each week and simply
listen for what God has to say.

Respond

Learning to ‘’hear’’ from God is a discipline enhanced by practice. In
confidence, ask. In faith, listen. You may experience a level of intimacy
with your Heavenly Father that you have never known before.
It may seem strange at first, but don’t give up. It takes time to figure
out what response is best for you - perhaps journaling, contemplation,
drawing, singing, or spending time in God’s creation. Follow God’s
direction.

Encourage

With each person participating in this practice of prayer, fasting, and
devotionals together, we have the great opportunity to encourage
each other. Motivate each other to participate in this adventure that
may change your life, the life of the church, and perhaps even the
surrounding community. Share your experiences, encourage others to
join you, and support them along the way. Don’t forget to ask for help
and accountability when you need it too!

WHAT IS FASTING?
Throughout history when godly men and women were desperate for
God’s intervention, they forsook food (fasted) and laid their needs
before God. During this dedicated time of prayer, God often made His
heart clear to those who asked, like in Acts 13:2-3.
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––––––– WISDOM –––––––
National fasts were proclaimed in times of great trouble (2 Chronicles
20:3), individuals facing personal crisis paused from routine to fast
and plead their case before the God of heaven (2 Samuel 12:16), and
others needing clarity as to the mind of God sought Him through
fasting (Daniel 9:3). It was during the routine of fasting that God
revealed His desire that Paul and Barnabas be set apart for ministry
to the early church (Acts 13:2), and it was after a fast that these same
men were released to take the gospel to “the uttermost parts of the
earth” (Acts 13:3, 1:8). It seems like Jesus assumed fasting would be
somewhat common among those committed to Him saying in the
watershed Sermon on the Mount, “When you fast…” (Matthew 6:16).
What was a practice among Christians throughout the centuries has
been lost to our generation. The idea of forsaking food for any length
of time has lost its appeal in our fast paced world where information on
just about anything is readily available from a variety of “other” sources
than the God of heaven.
We are about to take a short journey together as a church, an exciting
journey wherein we collectively shall seek the mind of God, asking how
He wills us to be involved in the future of our church. We benefit from
the faith and work of those who have preceded us, and it is now our
time to be the faithful so that another generation can be granted the
opportunity to embrace the story of the Good News.
Perhaps you have done some form of a fast before - maybe a Daniel
Fast, or a fast from Facebook. The idea of fasting is new to many of
us too. Don’t hesitate to reach out and ask others if you have any
questions or would like guidance in the midst of this spiritual practice.
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––––––– WISDOM –––––––
We hope that what we practice in this campaign will grow into lifelong spiritual habits, and we pray God will use this journey to bring a
new and deeper unity of purpose to your calling and the calling of our
ministry in our community.
The adventure is worthwhile. Aren’t you curious what it will be like?

WHERE DO WE START?
Select a Time

Most people who begin a practice of fasting discover the importance
of scheduling it into their day ahead of time.
You are being asked to skip one meal each week. If a meal is
impossible, determine a time (try for one hour) during which you
can devote your total attention to focusing on God. Write it on your
calendar.
Setting aside this time can be very difficult, and sitting with God for
an hour can be very challenging too…especially when we are used to
spending just a few minutes with Him at meals or before bed.
Try to set aside an hour and see how it goes. Each week, try to add 10
minutes to the time you set aside the previous week.
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Create an Agenda

Below are five steps for consideration as you set the agenda for your
time with God:
• Release – Take a few minutes at the beginning of your time with
the Lord to “let go” of all those things your feel might prevent your
from hearing from Him.
• Receive – Read the portions of God’s Word that have been
selected for you. Read, then re-read. Try different translations. Ask
yourself if you could tell the story to someone else.
• Reflect – Ask God questions and wait in silence to hear from Him.
Write down in this journal insights your receive - whether they
are a single word, phrases, or free flowing thoughts. Feel free to
think about the stories of Scripture or the suggested prayer and
questions, contemplating them in your heart, out loud, or on
paper.
• Remember – Spend a few minutes recalling all that God has done
for you. Perhaps you’ll think of a time in recent weeks. Or perhaps
it has been awhile since you’ve thought of the bigger picture of
God sending His only Son to live, die, and rise again for you. Take a
few moments to try and let that sink in.
• Respond – Choose to end your fast however you like - try singing
a song, reciting a prayer, or writing a poem. Enjoy God’s presence.

Pick A Place

Find a place where you can go without distractions. Take time to
prepare this place, so that you may concentrate on your time with God,
and don’t forget your Bible. If possible, turn your phone off or on silent.
Shut out the world!
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Enjoy

Relish this time. Whether it is a big challenge to fast and set aside this
time, or it comes to you naturally, it is worth relishing. It is teaching us
each something about ourselves, others, and God.
Know that you are not alone, but that God has promised us a helper.
In acting as a comforter, or possibly a discomforter, the Holy Spirit will
guide us in learning more about God’s will.

Journal

There is a space provided to write down the details of your encounter
with God. Take time to jot down impressions, insights, or questions
gained from your time together. Reflect on your words and review
them regularly. Feel free to use this space to write out a prayer to God.

The Questions

The following pages contain your weekly study guide for your
commitment to pray and fast. Each journal entry includes a selected
passage or two from God’s Word along with a short devotional to
guide your thinking as you speak with and hear from God. Consider
what is written, but also open yourself up to God’s direction. Perhaps
He’ll lead you to continue reading on in Scripture or provide you with
the words to pray.
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Week 1

RESPONDING TO BAD NEWS
It was in the royal palace of the ancient kingdom of Persia, a place of
unimaginable affluence, where the king’s cupbearer heard some very
bad news. One of his brothers had just returned from Jerusalem, the
capital city of what was once the mighty and magnificent kingdom of
David and Solomon.
The glory days of Judah had long passed. A nation born of God had
turned from Him. What God had raised up, He destroyed. Ravaging
nations turned the fruited hills of Judah and the glory of its capital to
rubble. These messengers now reported that those who had survived
the ravages of war and the total destruction that accompanied it
were living miserable lives and were held in reproach by all of their
neighbors. The faces of tragedy are not far away. Pick up the morning
newspaper and you’ll read of it, turn on the television and you’ll see
it, and look deeply into the eyes of others walking down the streets of
your town and you might even begin to experience it. Books will tell
the personal stories of those who have endured the horror of pain,
and film has captured many of its images. We have seen the victims of
the holocaust, national genocide, and natural disasters like tsunamis,
hurricanes, and tornadoes.
Nehemiah was ravaged by the dismal report he received.
Incapacitated, he sobbed as his mind came to grip with what had been
lost. He allowed himself to experience the pain of others and bitterly
mourned. And in the midst of it all, he prayed and fasted–opening his
heart to hearing what God wanted to say to him.
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PRAYER: Lord, please show me my community the way that You see it.
Help me to feel Your heart for others. Gently till the soil of my heart so I
might be receptive to Your leading.
QUESTION: What are the greatest needs of those who live around me?
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Week 2

PREPARING TO MEET GOD
As a cupbearer to the king, Nehemiah had access to the most powerful
man in the world. It was a privilege offered by position and one not to
be taken lightly.
Imagine a position of unfettered access to the president of the country.
There is a personal matter you want to bring to his attention, a breach
of protocol given the position you hold. Much could be lost; a negative
response could mean your job and possibly the end of your career.
Nehemiah undoubtedly weighed the risk and opportunity and decided
that what could be gained would be far greater than the potential of
personal loss. In order to undertake the task he proposed, he needed
both authority and help. He sought God’s guidance as he prepared for
his visit and came to the king with a well conceived plan requesting his
support in assisting the remnant in Judah.
The sacrifice of Jesus Christ provides to all those who trust in Him
for salvation, unfettered access into the very presence of God. No
mediator is necessary; all are invited into the throne room of heaven
(Hebrews 4:14-16).
There is something to be said about preparing for our meeting with the
Creator of the universe. What do we need in order to do His will in our
lives? What questions do we have as we fulfill His commands? Taking
time to think and to prepare enhances our time with God, increases
our anticipation, and maximizes the fulfillment we find in our reciprocal
relationship with our Heavenly Father.
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PRAYER: Lord, guide me to know Your will for this community and
equip me to carry it out for Your glory.
QUESTION: What aspects of Your character are You seeking to
develop in me?
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Week 3

MOTIVATING OTHERS
Remember the high school pep rally? It was always before the “big”
game and was often associated with a huge bonfire, cheerleaders, and
motivating talk. We worked ourselves into something of an emotional
frenzy and we went out to do battle with the enemy.
It’s pretty hard to sustain the emotion of a pep rally. Emotion can be
overcome by watching the opposition take the field (they may seem so
much bigger and more athletic than we are), the devotion of their fans
(they even brought special loyalty towels to wave in front of us), the
comparison of statistics (realistically this is a David and Goliath match),
or the impact of a great opening play (the first play of the game is a
104 yard kick-off return). It’s hard to come back after your breath has
been knocked out of you.
David conquered Goliath. His journey to the valley to meet the pride of
the Philistines wasn’t preceded by a pep rally of soldiers shouting and
screaming. Instead, he had been prepared for this battle in pastures
far from the adulation of others, alone with sheep and foraging beasts
of the field from whom he had to defend both himself and his flock.
Indeed, these challenges prepared him for what was to be the greatest
challenge he had yet faced.
When King Saul questioned his youthful zeal, David was quick to
respond, saying, ”your servant was tending his father’s sheep. When a
lion or a bear came and took a lamb from the flock, I went out after him
and attacked him, and rescued it from his mouth;
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and when he rose up against me, I seized him by his beard and struck
him and killed him. Your servant has killed both the lion and the bear;
and this uncircumcised Philistine will be like one of them since he has
taunted the armies of the living God” (1 Samuel 17:34-36).
Nehemiah faced two challenges: The first was to sell his bold plan to
the leadership of Jerusalem and the second was to prepare them for
the inevitable opposition that would result from their decision.
Nehemiah didn’t schedule a pep rally. He deliberately shared the
work that God had placed on his heart to do, the many ways in which
God had confirmed this plan, and asked others to be involved in
fulfilling God’s will. They not only agreed with Nehemiah, they took
ownership of the vision and, in that strength, were able to withstand the
opposition that soon followed.
PRAYER: Let me experience, dear God, Your heart for the world, even,
and perhaps especially, when the world doesn’t understand it.
QUESTION: Will You show me how I can take ownership of this vision
for our church?
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Week 4

PREPARING FOR THE BATTLE
A little plaque on a wall once showed two people in a boat who were
are far away from shore and the look on their faces reflect a level of
concern and consternation. Underneath the image are the words, “Pray
to God but row toward shore.”
The thought of trouble can cause dismay; the prospect of it is real and
unavoidable. And while Nehemiah clearly anticipated that the work
he is called to would include hardship, the impact of its reality created
concern and required a response.
The enemies of God are clever and relentless. Affliction rarely comes
when expected; it comes at inconvenient times and often hits us
where we are most vulnerable. The rumors of attack had undoubtedly
circulated throughout Jerusalem, but there was one day when the
reality of everything truly began to set in. It came at a time when the
immensity of the task seemed impossible and all those involved were
experiencing stress and great weariness. It’s then that we must assess
our resources. Nehemiah first prayed and then issued a reminder
to remember the great and glorious God who would fight for us
(Nehemiah 4:14, 19). Then he gathered all the people and announced
the plan: half will work, half will stand guard; everyone will be armed;
a trumpet will sound when trouble is clearly apparent; we will defend
one another; and we’ll remain diligent!
The battle cry was sounded: “Fight for your brothers, your sons, your
daughters, your wives, and your land!” (Nehemiah 4:14).
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The Apostle Paul urged those of another generation to do the same.
Our battle is no less formidable, and to overcome and be victorious
the marching orders are the same: put on the whole armor of God,
be persistent in prayer for yourselves and “believers everywhere,” stay
alert, and stand your ground.
Film has captured the intensity of war. Scenes have been recreated to
show the fierceness of the fight; the noise, the pain, the smoke and the
suffering. But the impact of valor occurs at the end. When the smoke
clears and the fight is over, you can begin to see the images of the
victor. He may be dirty, bloodied from the fight, and alone, but boldly
he stands. Will you be standing at the end of the day?
PRAYER: Heavenly Father, continually prepare me to withstand the
attacks of others and the challenges I’ll face. Help me boldly stand for
You.
QUESTION: Will You show me where I am most vulnerable?
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Week 5

TOO BUSY IN THE WORK OF THE LORD
As long as the city of Jerusalem was defenseless, there was little
concern that the population would assert itself. Enemies lived at ease,
confident that the compliant attitude of Jerusalem’s residents would
not disrupt the balance of power.
Nehemiah’s coming was perceived from the beginning as a threat to
the security of the area. If the inhabitants of Jerusalem were successful
in reconstructing the city walls, the defiant character of its population
might threaten the status quo. It was no surprise then that there would
be those who would go to extremes to stop the project. What began
with idle threats accelerated to all out scheming. If the project leader
could be eliminated then those who remained might cave in under
pressure.
Nehemiah led by example. When opposition found its way to
Nehemiah, he was actively engaged in the construction project. On
four separate occasions opponents sought to persuade him to leave
the job site and four times he responded, “I am doing a great work! I
cannot stop to come and meet with you.”
There are those today that would encourage us to give up on fulfilling
God’s calling on our lives. They would tempt us with alternatives,
scorn us for our devotion, ascribe to us wrong motives, ridicule the
significance of our work, and threaten our security. God granted
Nehemiah discernment to see beyond the threat to the motivation
behind it, boldness to speak truth, and confidence to leave the
consequences with Him.
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Our church is committed to taking the steps necessary to reach this
community for Jesus Christ. There are those who might think our work
is in vain but we move forward in confidence realizing that “greater is
He that is in you than he that is in the world.”
PRAYER: Lord, open my eyes that I may see the world as You see it and
give me the words to tell others about it.
QUESTION: What keeps me from trusting You wholly in difficult times?
What are You seeking to change in me?
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Week 6

RESPONDING TO GOD
It has been suggested that accomplishment is at the heart of
psychological health. It has been proven that those who set lofty goals
and accomplish them, feel a good deal different about themselves than
their counterparts who drift along in the streams of life.
Some might have expected that Nehemiah’s evening tour of the
ruins of Jerusalem (Nehemiah 2:11-15) would have resulted in plans
to return to the luxurious comforts of the Medo-Persian empire in
Suza. The city was so ravaged, that a mule even had a tough time
navigating the war-torn obstacles. But instead of seeing all the reasons
to walk away, Nehemiah saw possibilities, hope, and an opportunity
for a nation to be revived. The task was considered by most to be
impossible. The workforce had lost interest in life and come to accept
their suffering as their lot in life. Nehemiah shares his vision from God
and the message somehow cuts through the gristle of indifference
and fans the flame of hope in their souls. And despite unrelenting
opposition from every side, they tackle the impossible and succeed!
The evidence of their success was reflected in far more than a city
revived; it could be seen in the eyes of the workers, the way they
walked, the way they talked, and the way they looked at life. Those who
had earlier seen themselves as complete failures, had experienced
what God can do through those willing to commit to Him. They had
seen diversity turned into unity, trash transformed to treasure. Those
once too poor to give, gave out of the generosity of their heart; those
who had held on tightly to the little they had, sowed generously and
reaped abundance.
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PRAYER: Lord, grant me success in the little things that I might be
challenged to trust You for more.
QUESTION: How do You want me to invest in this project? Help me
understand how to use my finances, time, and skills for Your glory.
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––––––– WORSHIP –––––––
CELEBRATE
Let us celebrate this journey together,
considering what we have heard from God.

Join us for a special Sunday gathering
…where we will have the opportunity to bring our gifts to
God, showing our 3 year commitment to First Future.

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 28TH
8:45 AND 11:00

MEET AT
First Baptist Church
701 North Main Street
Jonesboro, AR 72401
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